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Introduction
The study of parties and party systems has always been central to the study of
politics, but the study of party organization per se has had its ups and downs.
Party organization as a ®eld owes much to the foundations laid by Ostogorski
and Michels early in this century.1 Nevertheless, contemporary scholars hold
that the `dearth' of recent empirical studies of party organization has formed
`lacunae' in modern party research.2 Much contemporary research focuses on
the party system level, notably on questions of change and stability overtime.3
Other recent studies examine the sociological bases of party support.4
Currently, there is renewed interest in the study of party organization ± most
impressively demonstrated with the publication by Katz and Mair of a `data
handbook' on party organization in twelve countries from 1960 to 1990.5
Indeed, after a long period only occasionally punctuated by the study of party
structure, the 1980s and 1990s produced a spate of works that range from
models of party organization, to the study of comparative organization in
1
M. I. Ostrogorski published Democracy and the Organization of Political Parties (London,
Macmillan) in 1902; R. Michels' work was originally published in 1911 as Zur Soziologie des
Partieiwesens in der modernen Demokratie, but is more readily available as Political Parties: a
Sociological Study of the Oligarchical Tendencies of Modern Democracies (New York, Free, 1962).
2 Neglect of party organization is discussed in K. Janda, `Cross-national measures of party
organizations and organizational theory', European Journal of Political Research, 11,3 (1983),
p. 319; and P. Mair, `Party Organizations from Civil Society to the State', in R. S. Katz and P. Mair
(eds), How Parties Organize: Change and Adaptation in Party Organizations in Western Democracies
(London, Sage, 1994), p. 1.
3 S.M. Lipset and S. Rokkan, `Cleavage Structures, Party Systems, and Voter Alignments', in
S.M. Lipset and S. Rokkan (eds), Party Systems and Voter Alignments (New York, Free, 1967),
pp. 1±64; H. Daalder and P. Mair (eds), West European Party Systems: Continuity and Change
(London, Sage, 1983); and P. Mair and G. Smith (eds), Understanding Party System Change in
Western Europe (London, Frank Cass, 1989).
4
M. Maguire, `Is There Still Persistence? Electoral Change in Western Europe, 1948±1979', in
Daalder and Mair, West European Party Systems, pp. 67±94; M. N. Pedersen, `Changing Patterns
of Electoral Volatility in European Party Systems, 1948±1977: Explorations in Explanation', in
Daalder and Mair, pp. 29±66; and R. J. Dalton, S. C. Flanagan and P. A. Beck (eds), Electoral
Change in Advanced Industrial Democracies: Realignment or Dealignment? (Princeton, New Jersey,
Princeton University Press, 1984).
5
R. S. Katz and P. Mair (eds), Party Organizations: a Data Handbook on Party Organizations in
Western Democracies, 1960±1990 (London, Sage, 1992).
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advanced industrial democracies, and even to organization in emergent party
systems, such as Eastern Europe.6
Mair contends that thinking about party organization `remains caught'
within concepts `established almost a generation ago'.7 He mainly meant
Duverger's distinction between `old' cadre parties, based on informal groupings
of a few political notables, and `modern' mass parties, that recruit large
numbers of formal members.8 This distinction still ®gures prominently in a
recent, comprehensive text on comparative political parties.9 According to
Mair, the mass party model de®nes party organizations with reference to their
relationships with civil society; party organizational strength is measured
primarily with reference to the size of the membership and the capacity of the
party to close o (often prede®ned) sectors of the electorate; and party structures are understood and assessed primarily in terms of modes of internal
representation and accountability.10 If any of these elements are attenuated, it
`involves also the attenuation, and decline, of party per se'.
In the ®rst two decades after World War II, European politics was shaped by
mass membership parties. But from the 1960s to the 1980s, all but two of eleven
European countries experienced a decline in party membership as measured by
the percent of the electorate.11 Mair says, `the period of the mass party can
therefore be seen to coincide with the ``golden age'' of parties, and since then
everything has been downhill'.12 The shift away from the mass party has led to
hypotheses of party `decline' or even party `failure'.13 However, other models of
party that de-emphasize relations with civil society have emerged to replace the
mass-party model and to underscore the continued importance of vitality of
parties in general terms.14 They have led to a more explicit focus on the study of
6
Party models are discussed in A. Panebianco, Political Parties: Organization and Power
(Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1998); and R. S. Katz and P. Mair `Changing models of
party organization and party democracy: the emergence of the Cartel Party', Party Politics, 1,
(1995), 5±28. Comparative studies of party organization are in A. Appleton and D. S. Ward, `Party
transformation in France and the United States: the hierarchical eects of system change in
comparative perspective', Comparative Politics, 26,1 (1993), 69±98; and Katz and Mair, How
Parties Organize: Change and Adaptation in Party Organizations in Western Democracies.
Development of party organizations in emerging democracies in former communist nations is
studied in R. W. Orttung, `The Russian right and the dilemmas of party organization', Soviet
Studies, 44,3 (1992), 445±78; and P. Kopecky, `Developing party organizations in east-central
Europe: what type of party is likely to emerge?', Party Politics, 1,4 (1995), 515±34.
7
Mair, `Party Organizations: from Civil Society to the State', p. 2.
8
M. Duverger, Political Parties: their Organization and Activity in the Modern State (London,
Methuen, 1959), pp. 62±79.
9
A. Ware, Political Parties and Party Systems (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1996),
pp. 65±66.
10 Mair, `Party Organizations: from Civil Society to the State', p. 2.
11
Mair, `Party Organizations: from Civil Society to the State', p. 5.
12
Mair, p. 2. Students of US parties tend to reserve `golden age' to describe party politics in the
late 1800s, e.g., Paul Allen Beck, Party Politics in America (New York, Longman, 1996), pp. 24±5.
13
K. Lawson and P. Merkl (eds), When Parties Fail (Princeton, New Jersey, Princeton University
Press, 1988).
14 For example, see Katz and Mair, `Changing Models of Party Organization and Party
Democracy'. In the United States, where popular opinion holds that parties have declined greatly,
scholars see their resurgence. See L.S. Maisel (ed.), The Parties Respond: Changes in American
Parties and Campaigns, 2nd ed. (Boulder CO, Westview, 1994); and J. C. Green and D. M. Shea
(eds), The State of the Parties: the Changing Role of Contemporary American Parties, 2nd ed.
(Lanham MD, Rowman and Little®eld, 1996).
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party organization to determine the extent and nature of party change and
whether such change can be interpreted as party decline.
As it has become acceptable to study party organization for organization's
sake, recent studies have examined speci®c aspects of organization, such as
changes in the size and role of membership.15 In this article, we study party
organization to assess its eect on party performance. Although some other
studies have focused on party organization and party performance, this literature is relatively sparse and its ®ndings often inconclusive.16 Moreover, virtually
all previous research on organizational eects on party performance has been
micro-analytical, using data from local electoral districts. This is perhaps the
®rst macro-analytical study that uses national-level data to assess party
performance.
The data for this analysis come from the International Comparative Political
Parties Project data.17 The ICPP Project collected data on 158 parties operating
in 53 randomly selected countries from 1950 to 1962. Parties were scored on
approximately 100 variables ± separately for the ®rst half of the period
(1950±1956) and the second half (1957±62). We selected a small set of variables
from that dataset and studied only the subset of 95 parties operating in
28 `democratic' countries that held free (or mostly free) elections during
1957±62. The counties and the parties are reported in Table 1.
We readily admit that the data are dated, involving parties ± and in some
cases, even countries ± that no longer exist. However troubling this may be, this
study is valuable for several reasons. First, because structuring of current party
systems and the organization of current parties depends on paths taken in their
past, the history of causal relationships among a random sample of the world's
parties during their `golden age' is relevant to understanding party politics
today. In the words of Panebianco, `a party's organizational characteristics
depend more on its history, i.e. on how the organization originated and how it
consolidated, than on any other factor'.18 Second, we unite two literatures which
have grown independently of one another but have much to share. Work on
various aspects of party performance such as electoral fortunes and legislative
15
P. Selle and L. SvaÊsand, `Membership in party organizations and the problem of the decline of
parties', Comparative Political Studies, 23 (1991), 459±77; L.Bille, `Denmark, the Decline of the
Membership Party? How Parties Organize', in Katz and Mair, Party Organizations, pp. 134±57;
K. Heidar, `The polymorphic nature of party membership', European Journal of Political Research,
25, 1 (1994), 61±86.
16
One of the few scholars who studied the eect of party organization on the vote says, `The lack
of attention given to this particular problem area represents an anomaly in a generally abundant
literature on political parties', W. J. Crotty, `Party eort and its impact on the vote', American
Political Science Review, 65,2 (1971), p. 439. See also E. S. Wellhofer, `The electoral eectiveness of
party organization, Norway, 1945±77', Scandinavian Political Studies, 8,3 (1985), 171±96;
G. M. Pomper, `Party organization and electoral success', Polity, 23,2 (1990), 187±206; for an
assessment of such research, see K. Janda, `Comparative political parties: research and theory', in
Ada W. Finifter (ed.), Political Science: the State of the Discipline II (Washington DC, American
Political Science Association, 1993), p. 178.
17 The project was supported by grants GS-1418 and GS-2533 from the US National Science
Foundation. The code book for the original raw data ®le is available as K. Janda, Comparative
Political Parties Data, 1950±1962 (Ann Arbor, Michigan, Inter-university Consortium for Political
and Social Research, 1979). The data are distributed by the ICPSR as Study 7534. For
methodological discussions, summary statistics, and how speci®c parties were coded, see K. Janda,
Political Parties: a Cross-National Survey (New York, Macmillan and Free, 1980).
18 Panebianco, Political Parties, p. 50.
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TABLE 1. List of 28 Countries and 95 Parties in the Analysis*

Country

Parties

United States
Britain
Australia
New Zealand
Canada
Ireland
India
Austria
France
West Germany
Greece
Denmark
Iceland
Sweden
Netherlands
Luxembourg
Ecuador
Peru
Uruguay
Venezuela
Guatemala
Burma
Malaya
Lebanon
Turkey
Dahomey
Kenya
Uganda

Democratic, Republican
Labour, Conservative
Labor, Liberal, Country
National, Labor
Progressive Conservative, Liberal, NDP, Social Credit
Fianna Fail, Fine Gael, Labour
Congress, Communist
Peoples, Socialist, VDU-FPO
MRP, Radical Socialist, SFIO, Gaullist, Communist
CDU, SPD, FDP
Liberal, EPEK, ERE, EDA
Social Democrat, Venstre, Conservative, Radical Venstre
Independence, Progressive, Peoples Alliance, Social Democrat
Social Democrat, Center, Liberal, Conservative
Catholic Peoples, Labor, Liberal, ARP, CHU, Communist
Christian Social, Socialist Labor, Democratic, Communist
Velasquistas, Conservative, Radical Liberal, Socialist, CFP
Ordiistas, Christian Democrat, APRA, Popular Action, MDP
Colorados, Blancos
URD, COPEI, AD
MDN, Christian Democrat, Revolutionary, PRDN
Stable AFPFL, Clean SFPFL, NUF
UMNO, MCA, MIC, PMIC
Progressive Socialist, Constitutionalist, Phalanges, National Bloc
Republican, Democratic
PRD-PND, UDD, RDD
African National Union, African Democratic Union
Peoples Congress, Democratic, Kabaka Yekka

*During 1957±62, only these 28 countries from the larger set of 53 countries in the ICPP
Project demonstrated some degree of democracy. Whether a country was `democratic'
was ®rst determined by consulting Ted Gurr's Polity Persistence and Change data,
ICPSR Study 5010. Polities neither clearly democratic nor autocratic by those data were
included only if they held at least one competitive election during 1957±62. Two
subversive parties in Guatemala and Malaya in the full data set were also omitted from
this set of 95 parties, which is the same set used in R. Harmel and K. Janda, Parties and
Their Environments: Limits to Reform? (New York, Longman, 1982).

success has been overly separated from work on party organizational variables
such as organization and ®nancing.19 Finally, this study is important now
because it will serve as precursor to a subsequent study with an updated data
set.
19
For studies that have integrated aspects of party organization to performance, see G. Evans
and S. White®eld, `Economic ideology and political success: communist successor parties in the
Czech Republic, Slovakia and Hungary compared', Party Politics, 1,3 (1995), 565±78.
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This article analyses the eects of party organization on party performance.
It is organized along the following lines: ®rst, we present variables that measure
three aspects of party performance; second, we introduce the variables on party
organization; third, we assess organizational eects on each aspect of performance; fourth, we assess organizational eects on all three aspects taken together;
®nally, we conclude with a general discussion.
Measuring Party Performance
Unfortunately, the literature on party organization is rarely linked to that on
organizational theory, which is based mostly on business ®rms.20 Barney and
Hesterly recently reviewed studies in organizational theory that ask, `Why do
some organizations out perform others?'21 One approach, called the resourcebased view of the ®rm, builds on two assumptions: `(1) that resources and
capabilities can vary signi®cantly across ®rms (the assumption of ®rm
heterogeneity), and (2) that these dierences can be stable (the assumption of
resource immobility)'.22 Our present study re¯ects that approach; we assume
that parties dier in their organizational features (resources and capabilities)
and that these dierences, while not immutable, are relatively stable over
adjacent elections.
Although ®rms and parties are both organizations, do they both operate in
a marketplace? Schlesinger says yes: elections are a type of political market,
in which parties oer their candidates and their policies in exchange for the
votes needed to gain oce. In this market, parties gain what is surely their
key resource, control of public oce . . . And, just as the economic market
sends clear and unambiguous messages to the business ®rms concerning the
success or failure of its product, the political market evaluates openly,
automatically, externally, and with exquisite numerical precision the output
of the political party.23

Political and economic markets are not identical; e.g., `the political market
operates much more discontinuously in accord with the electoral cycle'.24
Competitive parties get their `revenue reports' from periodic elections. Of
course, parties use polls to estimate their status in the marketplace, but only
votes de®ne how parties fare against their competition in elections.
Most businesses focus on `making pro®t' as the main criterion of success, and
most parties focus on `winning elections'. Party research, in the United States
and in Europe, typically assesses electoral performance by votes won.25 But
20 For a review of this lack of linkages, see K. Janda, `Cross-National Measures of Party
Organization and Organizational Theory'. For a recent but rare attempt to utilize organizational
theory in parties research, see T. A. Koelble, `Economic theories of organization and the politics of
institutional design in political parties', Party Politics, 2,2 (1996), 251±63.
21
J. B. Barney and W. Hesterly, `Organizational Economics, Understanding the Relationship
between Organizations and Economic Analysis', in Stewart R. Clegg, Cynthia Hardy and Walter R.
Nord (eds), Handbook of Organizational Studies (London, Sage, 1996), pp. 115±47.
22 Barney and Hesterly, `Organizational Economcs', p. 133.
23 J. A. Schlesinger, `On the theory of party organization', Journal of Politics, 46 (1984), p. 381.
24
Schlesinger, `On the theory of party organization', p. 381.
25
C. Cotter J. Gibson, J.F. Bibby and R.J. Huckshorn, Party Organizations in American Politics
(New York, Praeger, 1989); Pomper, `Party Organization and Electoral Success'; N. Aylott, `Back
to the future; the 1994 Swedish election', Party Politics, 1,3 (1995), 419±29; R. J. Johnston and
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seats won in parliament and winning control of government are other possible
measures of electoral success. Moreover, parties have goals other than winning
elections, so dierent criteria of party performance deserve consideration.26
Among these are the party's success in shaping governmental policy, its ability
to command cohesive behaviour from MPs, and the extent and breadth of the
party's activities in promoting its message and attending to the needs of its
members. All these conceptions of performance present their diculties in
measurement. Even more dicult is the party's success in shaping public policy,
which, although crucial, is too complex to conceptualize and study in this
essay.27 The other aspects mentioned, however, are feasible to study with the
ICPP data. Our research will therefore focus on assessing the party's electoral
success, the breadth of its activities, and its cohesion. Party performance along
each dimension will be assessed with our data set. To illustrate how parties were
scored, we will cite scores assigned to the major parties in the United States and
the United Kingdom for 1957±62.
Electoral Success
Electoral success can be measured in several ways ± in terms of votes won, seats
won, and governments formed. We have data on each indicator, but for this
analysis we use only `Electoral Strength', which is the average proportion of
votes won in elections to the national legislature or parliament.28 For the 95
parties in 28 `democratic' countries that held free or fairly free elections, the
typical competitive party won 27% of the votes in elections held from 1957 to
1962.29 We illustrate our scoring of electoral strength, with reference to parties
in the US and UK. The Democrats and and Republicans respectively won 54%
and 45% of the votes cast in House elections from 1957 to 1962, while the
British Conservative and Labour parties won 49% and 44% of votes in
parliamentary elections during the same period.
C. J. Pattie, `The impact of spending on party constituency campaigns at recent British general
elections', Party Politics, 1,2 (1995), 261±73; J. A. Schlesinger and M. S. Schlesinger, `French
parties and the legislative elections of 1993', Party Politics, 1,3 (1995), 369±80.
26 R. Harmel and K. Janda, `An integrated theory of party goals and party change', Journal of
Theoretical Politics, 6,3 (1994), 259±87.
27 For a recent cross-national study of how parties aect government policy, see H. Klingemann,
R. I. Hoerbert, and I. Budge, Parties, Policies, and Democracy (Boulder, Westview, 1994).
28
The data also contain indicators of `Government Leadership' and `Legislative Strength'. The
conceptual discussions, operational de®nitions, and summary statistics for all variables and all
parties in the ICPP dataset are given in K. Janda, Political Parties. These three variables are
discussed on pp. 33±8. Note that 1957±1962 corresponds to the sub®le `Second' in the tables
published in Political Parties.
29
The average party in our study also held one-quarter of the seats annually, and led the
government nearly 30% of the time. Parties demonstrated more variation in governmental
leadership than in electoral and legislative strength. Of course, votes won is a major cause of
legislative seats won. In parliamentary systems (i.e., 21 countries and 71 parties in the study), the
number of seats won directly aects the party's chances for heading the government. If the causal
path were truly electoral strength!legislative strength!government leadership, the correlation
between electoral strength and government leadership would equal the product of the intervening
correlations, or 0.81  0.81  0.66. This is nearly identical to the observed correlation, 0.64. The
causal chain presumably runs: votes!seats!leadership, which is consistent with the observed
correlations: r  0.81 for votes with seats, r  0.81 for seats with leadership and r  0.64 for votes
with leadership.
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Unfortunately, party success cannot be directly measured by electoral
strength, which is aected strongly and negatively by the number of parties in
the system: the more parties, the harder it is to be `successful' competing for vote
shares. Because electoral success is relative to the party system, we adjust for
system dierences by recomputing the parties' votes as deviations from the mean
values for all parties in that system. For example, the more successful parties ±
e.g., Democrats in the US and Conservatives in the UK ± obtained positive
deviations while Republicans and Labour received negative scores. In essence,
we are measuring electoral success relative to other parties in the system.
Breadth of Activities
Parties engage in activities that have functions for society. Activities are what
parties actually do while functions are what scholars see as the social
consequences of those activities.30 Presumably, the more activities in which
parties engage, the more multi-functional they are. At a point, activities and
functions become blurred, as in the list of about a dozen functions attributed to
American parties.31 The `breadth of activities' concept focuses on what parties
actually do rather than on imputed consequences of their actions. It is measured
by the sum of party scores on two distinct factor-analytic dimensions: (a) propagandizing ideas and programs and (b) providing for members' welfare.
The `propagandizing' factor contained four indicators: (1) passing resolutions
and platforms; (2) publishing position papers; (3) operating party schools; and
(4) operating mass communications media. The `welfare' factor contained ®ve:
(1) providing food, clothing, and shelter to members from party resources;
(2) running employment services; (3) interceding with government on members'
behalf; (4) providing basic education in addition to political education; and
(5) providing recreational facilities or services.32 Thus the breadth of activities
scale is based on nine dierent indicators.
Due to missing data on the `welfare' indicators, only 50 parties were scored on
breadth of activities. The mean for all parties was 0.11. The US parties, which
did few of these nine things, scored low on the scale (Democrats ÿ0.47 and
Republicans ÿ0.67). The British parties scored somewhat higher (ÿ0.24 for
both Conservatives and Labour).
Cohesion
In a `proper' party, party members are expected to carry out party policy,
especially in voting on issues in the legislature, where a perfectly cohesive party
would vote unanimously. Blondel even cites `unity' as one of the four requirements of an ideal party, and OÈzbudun contends, `the more cohesive a party is,
30
H. A. Scarrow, `The function of political parties: a critique of the literature and the approach',
Journal of Politics, 29 (1967), 770±90.
31 R. K. Scott and R. J. Hrebenar, Parties in Crisis (New York, Wiley, 1979), provide a list of
eleven functions, p. 2; Wattenberg, the Decline of American Parties 1952±1994, cites twelve, pp. 1±2;
and Beck subsumes most of these functions under three party activities (acting as electors,
propagandizers, and governors) and the `indirect' consequences of these activities, pp. 14±16.
32
These two dimensions, which were strongly related (r  0.51), and their indicators are
described in Janda, Political Parties, pp. 84±89 and 150±151.
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the greater is its role as a policy-making agent'.33 The concept of Legislative
Cohesion was operationalized by computing (or estimating) the Rice Index of
Cohesion for samples of party votes on issues before the legislature.34 It proved
dicult to obtain the data for computing the index of legislative cohesion, and
the index often was estimated from impressionistic judgments of the party's
cohesiveness. Even so, we were only able to score 70 parties on their legislative
cohesion, so there is considerable random measurement error in this measure of
party performance.
The mean level of legislative cohesion for 70 parties was 0.85. The Democrats
and Republicans averaged 0.63 and 0.65 respectively on voting in the House of
Representatives during this period, while the Conservatives and Labour parties
displayed virtually complete cohesion (1.0).
Measuring Party Organization
The conceptual framework of the ICPP Project proposed ten major concepts
for comparing political parties. We focus on only four dealing speci®cally with
organization: complexity, centralization, involvement, and coherence (reconceptualized for our purposes as `factionalism').
Complexity
This concept taps the complexity of regularized procedures for coordinating the
eorts of party supporters in executing the party's strategy and tactics.35 We
measured Complexity of Organization with six indicators: Structural Articulation; Intensiveness of Organization; Extensiveness of Organization; Frequency
of Local Meetings; Maintaining Records; and Pervasiveness of Organization.
Each of these items was measured on a multi-point continuum. Factor analysis
of the items for all 158 parties in the original data set showed that a single factor
accounted for 52% of the variance among the six items, which formed a scale
with reliability of 0.82.36 The mean level of complexity for our parties was
ÿ0.09. The Democrats at 0.14 and the Republicans at 0.01 were slightly above
average on complexity of organization, but they were substantially below the
more highly organized British parties (Conservatives scored 0.51 and Labour
0.42).
Centralization
The location and distribution of eective decision making authority within the
party are the components of `Centralization of Power'.37 A centralized party is
one that concentrates eective decision-making authority in the national party
33
J. Blondel, Political Parties (London, Wildwood House, 1978), p. 138; and E. OÈzbudun, Party
Cohesion in Western Democracies: A Causal Analysis (Beverly Hills, Sage Professional Papers in
Comparative Politics, 1970), p. 303.
34 The Rice Index of Cohesion and the process of coding parties on legislative cohesion are
described in Janda, Political Parties, pp. 118±19.
35
Janda, Political Parties, pp. 98±107.
36
Janda, Political Parties, p. 152. All reliability coecients reported are Cronbach's alpha. All
scales were formed after the items were standardization into z-scores and summed.
37 Janda, Political Parties, pp. 108±17.
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organs. We tapped the locus of power within a party with eight indicators:
Nationalization of Structure; Selecting the National Leader; Selecting Parliamentary Candidates; Allocating Funds; Formulating Policy; Controlling Communications; Administering Discipline; and Leadership Concentration. These
items were also scored on a multi-point continuum, factor analysed, and
combined into a composite scale with reliability of 0.83.38 The mean centralization score was ÿ0.14. The Democrats and Republicans were among the least
centralized parties in the world, scoring ÿ1.48 and ÿ1.41 respectively ± far
below the British parties (Conservatives scored 0.41 and Labour 0.21).39
Involvement
`Involvement' assesses the extent to which party activists or militants are
psychologically committed to the party and work to further the party's
objectives.40 This concept was indicated with ®ve items ± Membership Requirements; Membership Participation; Material Incentives; Purposive Incentives;
and Doctrinism. These items were also factor analysed and subjected to the
same procedures for scale construction, resulting in an Involvement scale with a
reliability of 0.78.41 The mean was ÿ0.04 for all parties. As expected, activists in
both the Democratic and Republican parties had low levels of involvement in
furthering party objectives, each rating only ÿ0.77. Participation in the
Conservative and Labour parties, featured higher levels of involvement
(ÿ0.20 and 0.20), with greater involvement shown within the Labour party.
Factionalism
The `Factionalism' concept captures four sources of intraparty disputes:
Ideology, Issues, Leadership, and Strategies or Tactics. Each type of factionalism was scored on a 7-point continuum ranging from 0 (the basis of division was
not subject to debate or disagreement among party leaders) to 6 (the matter
created a `large' faction within the party with some formal organization of its
own or provoked a split after the beginning of the period). Factionalism of one
type tends to spill over into another type, and these four items formed a scale
with reliability of 0.71.42 In the US, suce it to say that the Democrats were
scored higher for ideological and issue factionalism, while Republicans were
more factionalized on leadership and strategy. In the UK, the Labour Party was
rated as more factionalized than the Conservative Party on every indicator.
Factionalism is certainly an aspect of party organization, but it diers from
the other concepts ± complexity, centralization, and involvement. Given a
particular political environment and their unique goals, parties presumably
determine their appropriate levels of complexity, centralization, and involvement. They do not ordinarily settle upon an `appropriate' amount of factionalism, which occurs in spite of organizational intentions rather than because of
38

Janda, Political Parties, p. 153.
Note that complexity and centralization are quite dierent concepts, and the two scales are
virtually unrelated (r  ÿ0.10) for our set of parties.
40
Janda, Political Parties, pp. 126±32.
41
Janda, Political Parties, p. 154.
42
See Janda, Political Parties, pp. 109±23, for a discussion of these indicators. Note that this
four-item factionalism scale diers from the ®ve-item coherence scale discussed on page 154.
39
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them. Because factionalism is not a matter of choice, the variable will be
employed only when it helps explain performance.
Organizational Eects on Each Aspect of Performance
In theorizing about the relationship of party organization and performance, we
must be clear on our assumption of causality. For example, do we assume that
high complexity, low centralization, and low involvement cause electoral
success? Or, do successful parties develop more complex organizations, become
more decentralized through expansion, and sacri®ce the psychological involvement of their members? Clearly, there is feedback in the relationship, but like
most scholars we assume that organization causes performance, not the other
way around.43 Inquiring further into the direction of causality is the task for
another study with a dierent design. Recall also that we are dealing with party
organization and performance at national, not sub-national, units. Up to now,
there has been no ®rm evidence that organizational traits and party performance are signi®cantly related at the national level.
Assessing Eects on Electoral Success
Any theoretically complete explanation of party success in winning votes must
involve such critical factors as the parties' positions on issues, the voters'
attitudes toward party policies, the state of the economy, and the parties'
traditional bases of social support. Our analysis includes none of these factors,
so our explanatory model will certainly be incomplete.44 Seeking the causally
correct model of political phenomena is, like pursuing the Holy Grail,
inherently elusive. Causal models improve by a process of correcting theoretical
errors and omissions through continuing research. Our goal is not to provide a
complete explanation of electoral success but to determine whether organizational factors alone have signi®cant eects ± and whether their apparent
empirical eects make theoretical sense. Later, however, we will include institutional factors to tease out additional eects of organization.
The theory that guides our inquiry comes from several sources. The eect of
complexity on electoral success is treated in the empirical research literature
cited above. Studies of party organizational activity to mobilize voters were
concerned closely with what we have called `organizational complexity'. This
yields our ®rst proposition:
H1: The greater the complexity, the greater the electoral success.
There is no scholarly consensus about the eect of the next concept, centralization of power, on electoral success. Some major non-quantitative studies
theorize that centralized parties are also more successful in mobilizing voters.
Certainly this ®gured in Duverger's explanation of the superiority of `modern'
mass-membership organizations, adopted by leftist parties, over the loose
43 As Pomper says, `organization must be regarded as the independent variable and electoral
success as the dependent variable', in `Party Organization and Electoral Success', p. 190.
44
In more formal terms, our explanatory model of electoral success is incompletely speci®ed. See
M. S. Lewis-Beck, Applied Regression: an Introduction (Beverly Hills, Sage Quantitative Applications in the Social Sciences, No. 22, 1980), pp. 26±7, for a brief, straightforward explanation of
speci®cation error.
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caucus-type organizations of older, more conservative parties.45 In contrast,
Epstein argued that modern technology favored rightist parties that could
aord to campaign via television. The counter-organizational tendencies he saw
in the `new' modern party rejected only the complexity or mass-membership
aspect of leftist organization, not centralization of power. Indeed, Epstein
believed that the small membership and less complex parties `made it easier to
impose a central and an ecient direction of campaigns by professionals'.46
On the other hand, some scholars have stressed campaign advantages from
the decentralization of power, which enables parties to capitalize on local
environmental conditions.47 This argument appeared in Agrano's early
analysis of the `new style' in election campaigns and is echoed in some modern
explanations of the `decline of parties'.48 Re¯ecting this more recent argument,
our second proposition is:
H2: The less the centralization, the greater the electoral success.
Conventional parties' wisdom says that `pragmatic' parties are more
successful in elections than `doctrinaire' parties, which are reluctant to bend
principles to win votes.49 In 1964, many Republicans worried that nominating
the right-wing candidate, Barry Goldwater, would cost the presidential election.
In 1972, many Democrats opposed nominating the left-wing favorite, George
McGovern, for the same reason. For both groups, the folklore was vindicated.
Kirchheimer saw a tendency to abandon doctrinaire involvement in favor of
electoral rewards in the `catch-all' party, which collected votes from socially
diverse groups by adopting policies to ®t their interests.50 In our terminology,
the relevant proposition becomes:
H3: The less the involvement, the greater the electoral success.
The data in Table 2 support the argument that variations in party organization do indeed aect electoral success. About 20% of the variance (R square) in
relative electoral strength can be attributed simply to dierences in complexity,
centralization, and involvement ± without taking into account the state of the
economy, political personalities, or other important electoral factors. If we
assume that these organizational variables pertain mainly to `the party on
ground' that helps mobilize the electorate, we would expect such results.51
However, the organizational eects are not entirely as hypothesized. While
45

Duverger, Political Parties, p. 25.
L. D. Epstein, Political Parties in Western Democracies (New York, Praeger, 1967), p. 258.
47
R. J. Huckshorn, Party Leadership in the States (Cambridge, University of Massachusetts
Press, 1976), p. 265.
48 Agrano, The New Style in Election Campaigns, 2nd ed. (Boston, Holbrook, 1976);
A. R. Gitelson, M. M. Conway, and F. B. Feigert, American Political Parties: Stability and
Change (Boston, Houghton Miin, 1984); S. E. Frantzich, Political Parties in the Technological Age
(White Plains, New York, Longman, 1989); and M. P. Wattenberg, The Decline of American
Political Parties 1952±1994 (Cambridge MA, Harvard University Press, 1996).
49
But for a dierent argument, see A. A. Etzioni, A Comparative Analysis of Complex Organizations (New York, Free, 1975), pp. 8±9.
50 O. Kirchheimer, `The Transformation of the Western European Party System', in
J. Lapolombara and M. Weiner (eds), Political Parties and Political Development (Princeton,
New Jersey, Princeton University Press, 1966), p. 190.
51
R.S. Katz and P. Mair, `The Evolution of Party Organizations in Europe: Three Faces of Party
Organization', in W. J. Crotty (ed.), Political Parties in a Changing Age, special issue of the
American Review of Politics, 14 (1994), 593±617.
46
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TABLE 2. Eects of Organization on Electoral Success
Intercorrelation matrix

Variables
Elect. Strength
Complexity
Centralization
Involvement

Elec. St. Complexity Centralization
0.15
0.13
ÿ0.28

ÿ0.10
0.50

0.06
(Constant)

Regression equation
B
0.07
0.04
ÿ0.09
0.01

Std. err. B Beta
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.01

T*

0.42 0.000
0.20 0.037
ÿ0.50 0.000
0.492

N of parties  92.
Adjusted R2  0.20.
*Two-tailed signi®cance test.

complexity increases electoral success and involvement decreases it as predicted,
contrary to expectation centralization also increases success. This ®nding
supports Duverger-style arguments for party centralization over later arguments for decentralization in campaigning. But it may only hold for the
1957±62 period, which predates the impact of television on elections in most of
the nations covered. In sum, the manner in which parties are organized does
relate to party performance at the polls. Involvement of party members in the
broader purposes of the party has a signi®cant negative eect on electoral
success, meaning that pragmatic parties do indeed win more votes. Wellorganized (i.e., more complex and more centralized) parties also do better in
elections. The beta coecients in the regression analysis demonstrate that, when
the other two factors were controlled, each organizational variable had a
stronger eect on electoral strength than suggested by their simple correlations.
These ®ndings shed no light on questions about alternative forms of party
performance. For example, do parties with greater involvement of their
members do better on other aspects of performance? Do they spend their
members' energies in activities beyond electioneering? We turn to the concept of
`Breadth of Activities' for a partial answer.
Assessing Eects on Breadth of Activities
To construct a `complete' explanation of party eorts in propagandizing their
ideas and programs and providing for members' welfare, one might cite the type
and intensity of the party ideology, the economic condition of the party's
supporters, the nature of the competition the party faced from other parties,
and the social welfare role assumed by the government itself. In attempting to
explain parties' reliance on propaganda and welfare activities using only
organizational characteristics, we again rely on only a few factors theoretically
important. As before, we seek only to determine what proportion of the
variance in breadth of party activities can be attributed to organizational
characteristics in theoretically sensible ways.
The basic theory underlying this analysis was expressed in dierent terms by
several scholars during or soon after the `golden age' of parties. Duverger wrote
of variations in the `nature' of participation within parties, some of which were
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`communities' or even `orders' instead of mere `associations'.52 Neumann
distinguished between the parties of `individual representation' and those of
`social integration', which take over a good part of their members' social
existence.53 Blondel contrasted `representative' and `mobilizing' parties.54 All
these authors separated parties which were exclusively vehicles for electing
candidates to government oce from those which did not con®ne their activities
to election campaigns but conducted continuous campaigns of political
education and attended to the social needs of their supporters. The general
argument was that the broader the scope of party activities, the greater the need
for `strong' party organization and the more involved members are in party life.
Limitations on organizational complexity, centralization, and involvement
constituted limits to party activities. Translated into concepts in the ICPP
Project, the proposition to be tested is
H4: The greater the complexity, centralization, and involvement, the broader
the scope of party activities.
The data in Table 3 generally support the proposition. Complexity, centralization, and involvement all display simple correlations with breadth of
activities from 0.42 to 0.58. Moreover, the multiple regression analysis explains
44% of the variance, with all of the Betas in the predicted direction (0.41, 0.31,
and 0.15, respectively). However, only complexity and centralization have
signi®cant eects at the customary 0.05 level.
TABLE 3. Eects of Organization on Breadth of Activities
Intercorrelation Matrix
Variables

Breadth of
Activities Complexity Centralization

Breadth of Activities
Complexity
0.58
Centralization
0.42
Involvement
0.49

0.10
0.48

0.36
(Constant)

Regression Equation
B
0.48
0.32
0.10

Std.
Error Sig.
0.12
0.12
0.18
0.08

T*

0.47 0.000
0.31 0.009
0.14 0.243
0.212

N of Parties  50.
Adjusted R2  0.44.
*Two-tailed signi®cance test.

Assessing Eects on Legislative Cohesion
ÈOzbudun carefully studied the factors in party organization thought to be
important for explaining the voting cohesion of parties in parliament. He cites
`strong party organization' (our `complexity'), `central control' of discipline and
nominations (our centralization), and the party's `social integrationist
52

Duverger, Political Parties, p. 124.
S. Neumann, `Towards a Comparative Study of Political Parties', in S. Neumann (ed.), Modern
Political Parties (Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1966), pp. 404±5.
54 Blondel, Political Parties, p. 22.
53
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character' (our `involvement').55 Other studies of voting behaviour in the US
Congress and in other countries have also cited high factionalism.56 These
considerations lead to the hypothesis:
H5: Legislative cohesion is increased by complexity, centralization, and
involvement ± but decreased by factionalism.
To test H5, legislative cohesion was regressed on all four organizational
characteristics. The results (not shown here) are unsatisfying. For all 70 parties
scored on this variable, the adjusted R-square is only 0.19, and complexity and
factionalism are the only signi®cant variables. This is the time when other
conditions need to be included in the model for the organizational variables to
produce substantial eects.
There are several possible system-level causes of cohesion in parliamentary
voting. Kornberg's comparison of party cohesion in the US and Canada also
attributes fundamental importance to the legislative structure, con®rming
OÈzbudun's contention that parliamentary systems elicit more cohesive behavior
than presidential systems.57 Accordingly, the parliamentary status of the party
system will be included as an institutional variable, supplementing our organizational factors. Moreover, trying to explain legislative cohesion makes sense
only in countries that have eective legislatures, and 7 of our 28 countries did
not have eective legislatures during the period of the data.58 The revised model
holds that party cohesion in eective legislatures is a positive function of one
environmental variable, parliamentarism, and three organizational variables:
complexity, centralization, and involvement. Only factionalism is expected to
predict negatively to cohesion:
H6: Legislative cohesion in eective legislatures is increased by parliamentarism, complexity, centralization, and involvement ± but decreased by
factionalism.
The data reported in Table 4 demonstrate the eects of organizational
characteristics after features of the parliamentary system are taken into account.
Eliminating systems lacking an eective legislature reduces the sample size from
70 to only 53 parties. However, the adjusted R-square is 0.39 and all of the
variables are signi®cant at the 0.05 level using a one-tailed test. As hypothesized,
party cohesion in legislative voting is positively related to parliamentary
government, organizational complexity, and centralization ± and negatively
OÈzbudun, Party Cohesion in Western Democracies: a Causal Analysis, pp. 325, 339 and 340.
D. MacRae, Jr., Parliament, Parties, and Society in France, 1946±1958 (New York, St. Martin's
Press, 1967), pp. 41±55; F. P. Belloni, `Factionalism, the Party System, and Italian Politics', in
F. P. Belloni and D. C. Beller (eds), Faction Politics (Santa Barbara, California, ABC-Clio, 1978),
pp. 101±3; and M.J. Arono, `Fission and Fusion: the Politics of Factionalism in the Israel Labor
Parties', in Belloni and Beller, Faction Politics, p. 136.
57
A. Kornberg, `Caucus and cohesion in Canadian parliamentary parties', American Political
Science Review, 60 (1966), 83±92; OÈzbudun, Party Cohesion in Western Democracies: a Causal
Analysis, p. 380.
58 A.F. Banks and R.B. Textor, A Cross-Polity Survey (Cambridge, MIT Press, 1963) de®ned a
`fully eective legislature' as one that `performs normal legislative function as reasonably ``coequal'' branch of national government', p. 110. Their list of legislatures that did not qualify included
Greece, Ecuador, Venezuela, Guatemala, Burma, Lebanon, Turkey, Dahomey, Kenya, and
Uganda, p. 174. See R. Harmel and K. Janda, Parties and Their Environments: Limits to Reform?
(New York, Longman, 1982), footnote 10, p. 94, for more explanation.
55
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TABLE 4. Eects of Organization on Legislative Cohesion in Eective Legislatures

Variables

Cohes.

Complx.

Legislat.
Cohesion
Complexity
Centraliz.
Involvement
Fact'ism
Parliament**

0.22
0.36
0.08
ÿ0.43
0.38

ÿ0.11
0.33
0.17
ÿ0.12

Central.

0.40
ÿ0.25
0.51

Involv.

ÿ0.00
0.28

Regression equation
Faction.

B

Std. Error

Beta

Sig. T*

ÿ0.20
(Constant)

0.14
0.09
ÿ0.08
ÿ0.10
0.19
0.69

0.04
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.08
0.08

0.44
0.28
ÿ0.26
ÿ0.38
0.29

0.001
0.049
0.053
0.002
0.028
0.000

N of parties  53; Adj. R-square  0.39.
*Two-tailed signi®cance test; given a one-tailed test, involvement is signi®cant 50.05.
**Scored 1 if the parties operated in a parliamentary system; scored 0 otherwise.
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related to factionalism. But, contrary to theory, cohesion is negatively related to
`involvement'.
Involvement has an insigni®cant, but positive, simple correlation with
cohesion (0.08). Yet its eect is signi®cant and negative once the other
conditions are taken into account. Controlling for the parliamentary system,
complexity, centralization, and factionalism, the analysis shows that high citizen
involvement in the party actually decreases cohesion. Ex post facto explanations
are suspect, of course, but parties with high levels of member involvement in
party purposes may be more apt to have legislators who deviate from the
majority on matters of principle in voting. In contrast, going along with the
majority may be easy for legislators when there is little involvement by party
activists.
Organizational Eects on Overall Party Performance
Up to now, we have been concerned with explaining variations in three dierent
aspects of party performance. Can we provide a more comprehensive explanation which simultaneously involves all three? If so, it would approximate
scholars' eorts to `type' parties according to similar organizational and
behavioural traits. Wright, for example, distinguishes between the `rationalecient' and `party democracy' models of behaviour according to their
functions, structural characteristics, party processes, and evaluative criteria.59
For Wright, rational ecient parties focus on their electoral function, engage in
limited activities, are motivated by material incentives, employ organization
suited to situational requirements, lack formal membership, neglect the policy
role of the party, and evaluate eectiveness solely by electoral success. In
contrast, those ®tting his party democracy mold pursue ideological and
governing functions, engage in activities beyond campaigning, stress purposive
incentives, feature extensive and integrated structures, require formal party
membership, emphasize policy making, and judge their eectiveness in terms of
policy results. If we can somehow relate variations in all four organizational
variables (complexity, centralization, involvement, and factionalism) simultaneously to all three aspects of performance (electoral success, breadth of
activities, and legislative cohesion), we can give empirical content to such trait
con®gurations, which we will call `party syndromes'.
Canonical analysis provides a method for relating two such sets of variables
on each side of an equation. It weights the variables on each side to produce two
sets of composite scores and then calculates one or more canonical correlations,
which are equivalent to product-moment correlations between the sets of
weighted variables. The number of canonical correlations computed is equal to
the number of variables in the smaller set. Rcan1 can be interpreted as the
maximum correlation that can be obtained through the best linear combinations
of both sets of variables. Rcan2 is the next best linear combination of the
variables, under the constraint that this pair of composite scores is uncorrelated
59 W. E. Wright (ed.), A Comparative Study of Party Organization (Columbus OH, Charles E.
Merrill, 1971), pp. 31±54. See also E. S. Wellhofer and T. Hennessey, `Models of political party
organization and strategy: some analytical approaches to oligarchy, British Political Sociology
Yearbook, 1 (1974), pp. 279±316. Wright's original distinction is still employed in analysing party
organizations, witness B. D. Graham, Representation and Party Politics: a Comparative Perspective
(Oxford, Blackwell, 1993), pp. 57±62.
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with the ®rst pair ± and so on. Whether the ®rst or any of the subsequent
correlations are signi®cant, of course, depends on the relationships within the
data.60 In essence, the number of signi®cant canonical regressions indicates the
number of clusters of relationships in the set of elements analysed. Since we have
posited two sets, more or less equivalent to the `rational-ecient' versus `party
democracy' distinction, we expect two groupings from the canonical analysis.
Our canonical analysis of organizational characteristics and party performance is guided by the theory discussed above. To simplify the interpretation of
the results, we dropped the two environmental variables, a parliamentary
system and an eective legislature. The need for complete data for all variables
on all cases reduced the number of parties to 44. Most of the ®ndings discussed
above reappear in the canonical results in Table 5. Of the three canonical
correlations produced from the analysis, only the ®rst two, R2can1  0.61 and
R2can2  0.32, were signi®cant at the 0.05 level.
Canonical correlations are essentially product-moment correlations between
sets of weighted scores. So the squared canonicals in Table 5 express the
variance in one set of variables explained by the other. Each correlation
represents a dierent, unrelated solution to the relationship among the observations. The analyst's task is to interpret these solutions by referring mainly to two
sets of values on the computer output.61 One set is the standardized canonical
variate coecients, which are akin to the beta-coecients in an ordinary
regression equation. These coecient can be compared for the relative eect of
each variable in one set to the composite score constructed from the other set of
variables.
The other and perhaps more useful indicators are the simple correlations
between the canonical scores and their composite variables. These correlations
are called canonical `loadings' ± like variable loadings in factor analysis. Based
on the variables' standardized variate coecients and their loadings on both
canonical scores, we interpret the two canonical correlations reported in Table 5
as re¯ecting dierent syndromes of party performance. They correspond to
Wright's `party-democracy' and `rational-ecient' party models, but we prefer
to label them the `doctrinaire' and the `mobilizing' party syndromes. Whereas
`model' implies categorization, `syndrome' suggests a measurable pattern of
traits that are common to all parties but are exaggerated by some.
Doctrinaire Parties
The ®rst canonical solution is called the `doctrinaire' party syndrome due to the
con®guration of canonical variate coecients on the performance side in
Table 5: high values for legislative cohesion and breadth of activities and a
negative value for electoral strength. The simple correlations on the far right
show that cohesion and breadth of activities correlated 0.81 and 0.76 with the
composite score, while electoral strength barely had any correlation (0.12). The
canonical correlation squared reveals that 61% of the variance in the
60 For a lucid discussion of canonical analysis, see M. S. Levine, Canonical Analysis and Factor
Comparison (Beverly Hills, Sage University Paper series on Quantitative Applications in the Social
Sciences, 07-001, 1977).
61
This analysis was conducted using the `cancorr macro' for SPSS 6.1. See M.J. Norusis, SPSS
Advanced Statistics 6.1 (Chicago, SPSS, 1995), Appendix A. The terminology comes from that
source.
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TABLE 5. Squared Canonical Correlations between Organizational Traits and Party Performance*
Four
Organizational
Variables

Canonical Variate
Coecientsb

First Canonical Analysis: the Doctrinaire party syndrome9
0.38
Complexity
0.14 =
!0.88
Centralization
0.70
!0.70
Involvement
0.41 ;
ÿ0.28
Factionalism
ÿ0.13
Second Canonical Analysis: the Mobilizing party syndrome
9
!0.84
Complexity
1.16 =
ÿ0.12
Centralization
0.03
ÿ0.02
Involvement
ÿ0.67 ;
ÿ0.18
Factionalism
0.07

Canonical Variate Three Aspects of Correlations with
Coecients
Party Performance Composite Scores


R2can1

 0.61


R2can2

 0.32

ÿ0.16
0.64
0.66

Electoral Strength
Breadth Activities
Legis. Cohesion

0.12
0.76
0.81

0.73
0.46
ÿ0.54

Electoral Strength
Breadth Activities
Legis. Cohesion

0.79
0.53
ÿ0.33

*This canonical analysis is based on 44 parties that had valid data on all seven measures.
aThe simple product-moment correlations between the variable and the composite scores computed in the canonical analysis.
b
The standardized coecient of the variable used in computing the canonical variate that generated the composite scores.
! indicates high loadings that de®ne the two unrelated party syndromes.
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performance composite can be linked to the composite score of the organizational variables, for which centralization and involvement are the most
important. In fact, centralization by itself correlates 0.88 with the organizational composite. Of little importance in the analysis is complexity, a condition
that ®gured in most of the regression analyses above.
Although involvement has a negative eect on cohesion alone (Table 5), it
makes a positive contribute to the doctrinaire party syndrome (0.70), which is
somewhat puzzling. The eect of involvement on party performance appears to
vary considerably, depending on the control of other variables and the mix of
performance indicators. It deserves closer scrutiny at a later time. A succinct
verbal summary of the ®rst canonical analysis might be that highly centralized
parties with highly involved activists, moderate complexity, and little factionalism
tend to be very cohesive, engage in many activities, but are not particularly
successful.
This analysis is illustrated in Figure 1, which identi®es and plots the composite organization and performance scores from the ®rst canonical analysis for
44 parties. Note that the most doctrinaire parties, located in the upper right
corner of the ®gure, according to their performance in 1957±62, were the West
German SPD, the French and Indian Communists, and Peru's APRA. At the
other extreme, the least doctrinaire ± in the sense of pursuing electoral success
at the cost of legislative cohesion marked by very low centralization and
considerable factionalism ± were both US parties and the Dutch CHU.
Mobilizing Parties
The second canonical correlation (Table 5) corresponds to the `mobilizing'
party syndrome ± so named for the dominant in¯uence of electoral strength,
which by itself correlates 0.79 with the composite score, followed by breadth of
activities at 0.53. The mobilizing syndrome re¯ects a second attempt to
maximize the correlation between the two sets of variables, under the constraint
that the second solution be uncorrelated with the ®rst. The squared canonical
correlation for the mobilizing syndrome explains only 32% of the trait
variation ± much less than that for the doctrinaire syndrome. Nevertheless, its
theoretical linkage is clear. Mobilizing performance is related mainly to high
complexity (0.04) and very low involvement (ÿ0.02). Centralization and
factionalism have virtually no eect. A brief summary of these results might
be that very successful parties that engage in a moderate range of activities ± but
have little legislative cohesion ± tend to be distinguished by high organizational
complexity and little else in the way of party organization.
The plot for all 44 parties in Figure 2 illustrates the second analysis of party
performance in 1957±62. The highest performers on the mobilizing syndrome
were the Uruguayan Blancos, the German Christian Democrats, and the
Swedish Social Democrats. The lowest performers were the Mayalan MIC and
the Australian Country party. The Democrats placed in the upper group, while
the Republicans placed in the center followed by the British Conservatives and
British Labour.
Summary and Conclusion
We believe that our cross-national study oers two main contributions to the
parties literature. First, we demonstrate that party organization features do
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Figure 1. `Doctorinaire' Party Syndrome: Plot of Composite Scores from the
First Canonical Analysis
correlate signi®cantly with indicators of performance, even in a macro analysis
at the national level. Most of our six hypotheses were supported in their broad
outlines.62 Concerning the concept of `party performance', we argue for looking
at more than electoral success, and our empirical ®ndings substantiate the case
for measuring dierent aspects of performance. In fact, electoral success was
less well explained by organizational conditions than were legislative cohesion
and breadth of activities, two other aspects of performance. While this may
strike some observers as disappointing, the predominant ®nding in the scarce
literature on sub-national electoral districts is that organization variables
62

Except that centralization signi®cantly increased, rather than decreased, electoral performance.
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Figure 2. `Mobilizing' Party Syndrome: Plot of Composite Scores from the
Second Canonical Analysis
provide only weak explanations of electoral success.63 Recall also that we
omitted all variables usually thought to explain why parties win votes, e.g., the
state of the economy, civil unrest, political scandals, politicians' popularity, and
so on. In retrospect, our ®ndings that complexity, centralization, and involvement are better explanations of a party's legislative cohesion and breadth of
activities than its electoral success, seem intuitively reasonable.
Second, our use of canonical analysis introduces an empirical method for
identifying party syndromes, clusters of interrelated organizational and
behavioural traits. Scholars often loosely characterize parties as packages of
63
Pomper, `Party Organization and Electoral Success', reviews studies that fail to demonstrate
much relationship between measures of organization and measures of electoral success, pp. 190±1.
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attributes. Duverger excelled in this, and more recently Epstein described
`responsible parties' as `organized, centralized, and cohesive' ± using precisely
our language.64 We demonstrate that parties we call `doctrinaire' experienced
high degrees of centralization and involvement with low levels of complexity
and factionalism in their organizations and fared poorly at the polls while
maintaining strong cohesion in the legislature and engaging in many activities.
On the other hand, parties that we call `mobilizing' tend to do well in elections
while engaging in several non-campaign activities although showing little
legislative cohesion. Organizationally, mobilizing parties tend to be highly
complex but not very centralized, and they have little factionalism and low levels
of membership involvement.
These ®ndings on party organization and performance re¯ect arguments in
Duverger's Political Parties. This is with good reason since the data come from
the `Golden Age' of political parties ± the time of his writing. But what
Duverger theorized, we can support empirically.65 Whether or not such ®ndings
would hold today is questionable. Presumably if parties have moved more
toward `electoral professional' or `cartel party' models, the more societyoriented variables of involvement and breadth of activities would diminish in
signi®cance while complexity and electoral success might increase. As this study
has supported Duverger's thinking for his time period, we hope to test
contemporary theories of party with more current data in a future crossnational study.

64

Epstein, Political Parties in Western Democracies, p. 7.
See also K. Janda and D. King, `Formalizing and testing Duverger's theories on political
parties', Comparative Political Studies, 18,2 (1985), pp. 139±69.
65
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